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FARM FOR OUTDOORS KEPT CATTLE GAZIJE , ROGATICA 
Project title Farm for outdoors kept cattle in Rogatica Municipality 

Sector Agriculture sector, meat production  

Location  Rogatica Municipality, Gazije village  

Location description 
 

Project location is territory of Gazije village (Rogatica municipality). The village is 
located at 800m above sea level, 45km from Sarajevo, with a richness of pastures 
and structure of the land that provides excellent conditions for this kind of 
farming. 

Company description 
 

It is an Agricultural farm, family business on family homestead. The family has 
experience in cattle keeping. 

Project status Small family business of 6 cows and 1 bull of Salers breed. 

Project description 
 

The project proposes the procurement cattle for extensive breeding of Galloway, 
Angus or Salers breeds - depending on which of these breeds is available, because 
they are the most suitable for this type of farming. 

The plan is to keep the cattle in cow-calf system that provide calf’s for sale every 
year, which are very much wanted at the market by the meat companies - for the 
veal meat or for the further fattening. 

Meat is very popular because it is grown organically - by completely natural diet 
(only grass and hay) with no supplemental feeding and because it has a positive 
effect on the human body - it does not create bad fat in human organism. 

Breeds Galloway, Angus and Salers are undemanding breeds, known for good food 
conversion as well as for quiet and gentle character, they are long-lived, late 
maturing, fertile and easy calving, extremely resistant and adapt to the various 
conditions of keeping. Thanks to their resistance they are kept outdoors all year 
round, they do not use the barn. The cows are not milked, all the milk is used for 
calves feeding. This type of farming is relatively new in our area and proved to be 
very profitable because of the modest needs and good health of these breeds. 
Because of the minimum costs, this type of farming is becoming more and more 
popular. 
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The project proposer is interested in for joint venture, partnership in a way that 
local partner gets part of earnings (from cattle that would be sold every year – 
once a year) to foreign partner until pay off his investment. Annual earnings per 
cow are 500 EUR.  

The farm has capacity to eventually expand to additional 30 cows. 

Estimated total 
investment cost  

Necessary investments for farm for outdoors kept cattle are App. 46 500 EUR for  
procurement of 30 cows . 
In B&H the cattle can be purchased at a cost of approximately 1 500 EUR per cow, 
depending on age, fertility, esc. 
In case of purchasing as much cattle as planed it is also necessary to by a tractor 
with its attachments to prepare hay for the winter. 

Inputs provided by local 
partner 

Value Description 

 
 

The private area from 50ha to 100ha of pasture, and in 
addition to private there is unused state land - 
unlimited space, which can also be used as pasture for 
cattle. There are fields ready to receive cattle. There is a 
natural water source ready for usage.   
Incentives for the development of agriculture and 
villages from the Government of the Republic of Srpska-  
app. 120 EUR per cow. 

Inputs required from 
foreign partner  

Value Description 

46 500 EUR For cattle purchase 

Form of cooperation with 
foreign partner 

Financial  Technical 

Joint venture, 
partnership in a way 
that local partner gets 
part of earnings. 

 

Supporting information 
available 

For additional information about this project, please contact FIPA either by e-mail: 
fipa@fipa.gov.ba or phone number: +387 33 278 080.  
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